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Abstract. The obliviousness property of AspectJ-like languages con-
flicts with the ability to reason about programs in a modular fashion.
This can make debugging and maintenance difficult.
In object-oriented programming, the discipline of behavioral subtyping
allows one to reason about programs modularly, despite the oblivious na-
ture of dynamic binding; however, it is not clear what discipline would
help programmers in AspectJ-like languages obtain modular reasoning.
Behavioral subtyping was born out of the stories programmers were
telling in their object-oriented programs and how they reasoned about
them. Programmers use AspectJ-like languages to tell what we call “su-
perimposition” and “adaptation” stories. Thus, a discipline of modular
reasoning for an AspectJ-like language must account for both sorts of
stories.
We describe the modular reasoning problem for AspectJ-like languages.
We do not yet have a solution, but concisely articulate the issues involved.
1 Introduction
Much of the work on aspect-oriented programming languages refers to the work
of Parnas [31]. Parnas argues that the modules into which a system is decom-
posed should provide benefits in three areas (p. 1054):
The benefits expected of modular programming are:
1. managerial—development time should be shortened because sepa-
rate groups would work on each module with little need for commu-
nication;
2. product flexibility—it should be possible to make drastic changes to
one module without a need to change others;
3. comprehensibility—it should be possible to study the system one
module at a time. The whole system can therefore be better designed
because it is better understood.
It seems clear that aspect-oriented languages provide many benefits related to
Parnas’s second point [13, 18]. Among these benefits are a reduction in tangling
of code for unrelated concerns, a reduction in the scattering of code for a single
concern, and the ability to modularize code on multiple axes, including the
separation of code that implements functional and non-functional concerns.
Parnas’s third point has received less attention in discussions of aspect-
oriented languages and so is the primary concern of this paper. AspectJ-like
languages [3, 17, 10], which have dynamic join point models that allow binding
of advice based on dynamic events during a program’s execution. AspectJ-like
languages do not provide Parnas’s third benefit in general, because they require
that systems be studied in their entirety.
The whole-program analysis required by AspectJ-like languages is due to the
form of obliviousness they allow. Filman and Friedman define obliviousness as
the execution of additional aspect-oriented code, A, without effort by the pro-
grammer of the client code that A cross-cuts [14]. Filman and Friedman’s paper
argues that obliviousness is an essential property of aspect-oriented program-
ming languages. But because of the obliviousness of AspectJ-like languages, it
is difficult for programmers to find the code that may be executed at any given
point in a program. This presents difficulties for debugging and for code un-
derstanding. This problem is currently being addressed via tool support (e.g.,
in Eclipse1, the QJBrowser2, and plug-ins for various IDEs) instead of via the
language. Such tools perform the necessary whole-program analysis to direct the
programmer to the applicable aspects that affect pieces of a module’s source
code. Furthermore, the need for such tools indicates that client programmers
cannot really be completely oblivious to code introduced by aspects, except in
a narrow syntactic sense.
It is interesting to examine the conflicting demands of comprehensibility and
obliviousness in the context of object-oriented programming. Filman and Fried-
man point out that dynamic binding in object-oriented languages represents a
form of obliviousness [14, §2]. Behavioral subtyping [12, 22, 24] restores Parnas’s
ideal of comprehensibility to object-oriented programs, in spite of the oblivious-
ness offered by dynamic binding. We will use this as an analogy for considering
the problem of comprehensibility and obliviousness in AspectJ-like languages.
We focus on AspectJ-like languages because their dynamic join point models
provide a closer analogy to dynamic binding in object-oriented languages than
do the static join point models of languages like HyperJ [33, 30]. To keep the
discussion and examples concrete, we will focus specifically on AspectJ.
2 The Goal: Modular Reasoning
We would like to have both obliviousness and comprehensibility in an AspectJ-
like language. This comprehensibility is often termed “modular reasoning”. Thus,
1 Information on the AspectJ development tools for Eclipse is available from http:
//www.eclipse.org/ajdt/
2 Information available from http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/spl/projects/
qjbrowser.html
we begin by defining a notion of modular reasoning that corresponds to Parnas’s
comprehensibility benefit.
Modular reasoning is the process of understanding a system (or proving prop-
erties about it) one module at a time. A language supports modular reasoning
if the actions of a module M written in that language can be understood based
solely on the code contained in M and the code surrounding M , along with the
signature and behavior of any modules referred to by that code. The notion of a
module and the surrounding code for a module are determined by the program-
ming language. In Java, we might consider a compilation unit to be a module,
and in standard Java no code surrounds a module3. Code, C, refers to a module
N if C explicitly names N , if C is lexically nested within N , or if N is a standard
module in a fixed place (such as Object in Java).
We use contracts to specify the code’s behavior. In the most concrete case, the
contract is the method’s code, but we prefer to think of more abstract contracts.
These can be written in a formal specification language [21, 25], or informally by
writing comments such as “This method returns true if the given file exists”.
Our interest in modular reasoning in aspect-oriented programming languages
is motivated in part by our initial work on combining MultiJava [6, 8] and JML
[21].
3 The Problem: Undisciplined Obliviousness
In typical object-oriented languages, the dynamic type of the receiver object is
used to select the appropriate method to invoke for a given message send. Such
dynamic selection of the target method can prevent modular reasoning. For
example, consider the declaration of Point in Figure 1 and its method, move.
The //@-comments before move’s declaration give its behavioral specification in
JML.
– The clause “requires true” says that clients are not obliged to establish
any precondition.
– The clause “assignable pos” says that the pos field of the receiver object
may be changed by the method, but not any other locations.
– The clause “ensures ...” says that, after move returns, the value returned by
getPos() is equal to the sum of the dist argument and the value returned
by getPos() before move was called.
Suppose an object of static type Point is passed to a method client, as
in Figure 2. If modular reasoning is sound, then the programmer can reason
about the invocation of move based on its specification in Point. That is, if
the first assertion in Figure 2 holds, then the second assertion is valid based on
the specification of Point’s move method. The definition of modular reasoning
3 Another interpretation of “module” and “surrounding code” in Java might be that
a type declaration is a module, and, for nested type declarations, the code for the
enclosing type declaration is the surrounding code.
public class Point {
private /*@ spec public @*/ int pos;
public final /*@ pure @*/ int getPos() {
return pos;
}
/* ... */
//@ requires true;
//@ assignable pos;
//@ ensures getPos() ==
//@ dist + \old(getPos());
public void move(int dist) {
pos = pos + dist;
}
}
Fig. 1. A Point class
public void client(Point p) {
/* ... */
assert p.getPos() == 0;
p.move(-10);
assert p.getPos() == -10;
}
Fig. 2. Sample client code
requires that the programmer should not have to consider possible subtypes of
Point when doing this reasoning, since they are not mentioned in the client
code. However, by subsumption, an instance of an unseen subtype of Point,
say RightMovingPoint, may be passed to client. What if (as in Figure 3)
RightMovingPoint overrides method move, but the override does not satisfy the
specification of move in Point? Then modular reasoning such as that described
for client is not valid. Using Figure 3, after the client’s invocation of p.move(-
10), p.getPos() returns 10, not -10 as asserted.
The concept of behavioral subtyping restores sound modular reasoning by im-
posing the specification of Point on all its subtypes [11, 22, 24]. Thus, RightMov-
ingPoint does not correctly implement a behavioral subtype of Point, because
its implementation does not satisfy the specification of move in Point. Behavioral
subtyping is often described by saying that the behavior of a subtype should not
be surprising , with respect to the specified behavior of a supertype.
public class RightMovingPoint
extends Point {
public void move(int dist) {
if (dist < 0) super.move(-dist);
else super.move(dist);
}
}
Fig. 3. A RightMovingPoint class
As pointed out by Filman and Friedman [14], subtyping with subsumption, as
above, is an example of obliviousness. Aspect-oriented programming languages
allow programmers much greater latitude in defining oblivious behaviors.
3.1 Non-modular Reasoning in AspectJ
Next we show that, just as modular reasoning is not a general property of object-
oriented programming languages in the absence of behavioral subtyping, modular
reasoning is not a general property of AspectJ. We do this by considering an
aspect-oriented extension to our Point example.
Figure 4 gives an aspect, MoveLimiting, that modifies the behavior of Point
instances in the same way as RightMovingPoint. MoveLimiting declares a piece
of around-advice. This advice intercepts calls to Point’s move method. If the ar-
gument passed to the client is negative, then, just as in RightMovingPoint,
control proceeds to Point’s move method with the parameter set to the absolute
value of the original parameter. As with RightMovingPoint, the client pro-
grammer’s reasoning, as indicated by the assert statements in Figure 2, is not
correct in the presence of the MoveLimiting aspect.
public aspect MoveLimiting {
void around(int dist):
call(void *.move(int))
&& args(dist)
{
if (dist < 0) proceed(-dist);
else proceed(dist);
}
}
Fig. 4. A MoveLimiting aspect
In AspectJ the advice is applied by the compiler without explicit reference to
the aspect from either the Point module or a client module. (Instead the classes
and aspect are simply passed as arguments to the same compiler invocation.)
Thus, modular reasoning about the Point module or a client module has no way
to detect that the behavior of the move method will be changed when the Point
module and MoveLimiting are compiled together. In AspectJ the programmer
must potentially consider all such aspects and the Point class together in order
to reason about the Point module. Some potentially applicable aspects, such
as MoveLimiting, may not even name Point directly, but instead may use wild
card type patterns. So, in general, a programmer cannot “study the system one
module at a time” [31].
Therefore, just as in object-oriented programming without behavioral sub-
types, the obliviousness of AspectJ can prevent modular reasoning.
3.2 Programmers’ Stories
The concept of behavioral subtyping was based on programmers’ stories about
how they used and reasoned about subtypes. The formalization of behavioral
subtyping builds on a programming discipline that evolved “in the wild”.
It is not yet clear how to modularly reason about AspectJ programs. What
programming discipline, akin to behavioral subtyping, could be used to allow
modular reasoning for AspectJ programs, while retaining obliviousness?
It seems that any such discipline must allow programmers to tell at least two
sorts of stories4. We call these superimposition stories and adaptation stories.
Superimposition Stories Superimposition stories are about combining mod-
ules for separate concerns without introducing surprising behavior. The standard
example of using aspects for logging is a superimposition story. Superimposition
4 Thanks to Arno Schmidmeier, Juri Memmert, Karl Lieberherr, Frank Sauer, and
others for discussions at AOSD ’02 on the ways they are using aspect-oriented pro-
gramming.
stories are analogous to the stories told with subtypes in object-oriented lan-
guages; both seek to enhance existing behavior without introducing surprising
behavior.
In the behavioral subtyping literature, not introducing “surprising behavior”
means that an overriding method cannot contradict the specified behavior of the
method it overrides. Such methods can, however, introduce new behavior in ar-
eas that are unspecified in the supertype. The classic example is the specification
of a draw method for shapes. The method is underspecified in the Shape super-
type, which allows overriding methods in Rectangle and Circle to specialize
its behavior in appropriate ways.
One way to think about behavioral subtyping is that an overriding method
inherits the specification of the supertype method that it overrides [12]. This
forces the overriding method to obey the supertype’s specification. In an as-
pect designed for superimposition, the analogous requirement would be that the
advice must obey the specifications of the code that it advises.
Adaptation Stories Adaptation stories are about modifying the behavior of
existing programs without changing their code. These stories come in two styles:
– Local adaptation stories are about changing the behavior of a subset of a
program as viewed by other client code within the program. An example of
local adaptation is an aspect for persistence, where some code must explicitly
establish links to a database while the remainder of the program benefits
from persistence without any explicit changes to its code [32].
– Global adaptation stories are about changing the behavior of an entire pro-
gram as viewed by users of the program. For example, using an aspect to
add authentication to an existing web server would be a global adaptation
story [19][20, Ch. 10]. Global adaptations are distinguished in that no part
of the adapted program relies on the presence of the adaptation.
In contrast to aspects designed for superimposition, programmers expect
aspects designed for adaptation to change the behavior of the modules they
advise.
Adaptation stories can be told in object-oriented languages. Sometimes this
is done using subclassing, but this violates the behavioral subtyping discipline
and is generally discouraged [5, pp. 71–77][23, 26]. Instead, the recommended
approach is to use a wrapper class whose instances contain a reference to the
object to be adapted [15, pp. 139–150, 175–184]. The specifier of the wrapper
class “starts from scratch”; she can provide whatever behavior is needed, inde-
pendent of the original class’s specification. This wrapper approach sacrifices the
obliviousness of dynamic binding to achieve modular reasoning; a client of the
wrapper class can reason using the wrapper class’s specification.
It may be the case that a similar sacrifice of obliviousness is needed for
modular reasoning in aspect-oriented programming languages. Like the wrapped
class, the adapted code could remain oblivious to the adaptation aspect. But
like the code that uses the wrapper class, perhaps the code that relies on the
adapted behavior must explicitly reference the adaptation aspect. (The filter
specifications in Composition Filters [4] have this flavor, as does Hyper/J’s meta-
language for composing hyperslices into hypermodules [33, 30].)
Discussion It is tempting to relate the superimposition and adaptation sto-
ries to the distinction between production and development aspects made by
others [17]. However, it seems that there are differences. For example, distinct
production aspects for persistence and accounting rules might be part of a su-
perimposition story if their specifications do not interact. We hope to better
understand these distinctions by investigating possible solutions to the problem
described above.
4 Verification vs. Conservative Restrictions
The behavioral subtyping analogy also suggests some ideas about the potential
solution space.
Type systems for object-oriented programming languages enforce a subtyp-
ing property that is weaker than behavioral subtyping. For example, Java’s type-
checking is sufficient to ensure all invoked methods will exist at runtime and have
the correct argument types. However, these rules still allow surprising behavior
at runtime. To check behavioral subtyping, one would also have to add informa-
tion about behavioral specifications. One would also have to deal proving that
an overriding method implements the specification of the method it overrides—a
task that cannot, in general, be completely automated. While it might be possible
to greatly restrict specifications so that they could be automatically checked, to
our knowledge this has never been done in a popular object-oriented language;5
the price of formal specification and verification has seemed too large.
Similarly, solutions to the modular reasoning problems of AspectJ-like lan-
guages could fall anywhere along this continuium from conservative statically
checked restrictions to obligations on behavioral specifications that are left to
the programmer. A compromise that might be a fruitful area of investigation is
to leave behavioral restrictions to external specification languages and tools, as
is currently the case for most object-oriented languages (aside from Eiffel [26]).
4.1 Control Flow Restrictions
One intermediate approach is to restrict the points in a program where behavior
changes might occur. An example of this in object-oriented programming is the
final modifier in Java [16]. If a method is declared final, then a client of
that class knows that the method cannot be overridden by an unseen subclass.
An analogous approach for AspectJ-like languages might be a mechanism for a
module to limit the join points that it exposes to advice binding.6
5 Abadi and Leino’s integrated type and specification language [1] perhaps comes
closest to this idea.
6 This idea is partly the result of conversations with Jonathan Aldrich at OOPSLA
2003.
4.2 Data Restrictions
A complementary intermediate approach is to restrict the data that may be mod-
ified by advice. This is exemplified in object-oriented programming languages
by the work on various ownership type systems [2, 27–29]. These type systems
are primarily concerned with restricting aliasing to promote data encapsulation,
and hence modular reasoning. An analogous approach for AspectJ-like languages
might be to limit the state that may be mutated by advice to just that state
that it owns. Such a limitation is statically checkable, but requires additional
annotations in the source code. However, these annotation offer the additional
benefit of controlling some effects of aliasing.
5 Summary and Future Work
There is a parallel between the obliviousness of dynamic binding in object-
oriented languages and that of advice binding in aspect-oriented languages [14].
We have shown that this parallel provokes a useful analogy between reasoning
in the two styles. We have demonstrated that both sorts of obliviousness can
prevent modular reasoning, as demonstrated by the MoveLimiting aspect and
the (non-behavioral) subtype RightMovingPoint.
Behavioral subtyping adds modular reasoning to object-oriented program-
ming languages. The problem is to find a similar programming discipline for
AspectJ-like languages. We have described two sorts of stories that program-
mers tell about how they use AspectJ: superimposition and adaptation stories.
These stories provide constraints on solutions to the modular reasoning problem,
in that a completely viable solution should support both kinds.
The behavioral subtyping analogy seems to be a rich one for thinking about
the relationship between object-oriented languages and AspectJ-like languages.
Despite the absence of a solution to the modular reasoning problem, we hope
that other researchers will benefit from the behavioral subtyping analogy. Su-
perimposition and adaptation stories seem to characterize how aspect-oriented
programming languages are actually used. We hope that this characterization
will provide useful constraints in the design of new aspect-oriented langauges
and reasoning mechanisms.
In addition to considering what behavioral subtyping may say about aspect-
oriented programming, it might be interesting to consider whether the analogy
works in reverse. Can aspect-oriented programming provide new insight on the
earlier work on object-oriented languages?
Our future work is to formalize the modular reasoning problem and investi-
gate the solution space by building a core calculus for an AspectJ-like language
with support for modular reasoning. Our initial steps towards this calculus are
available in a technical report [9], though that work does not include modular-
ity features. Our next step is to extend the calculus with such features. After
proving the appropriate modularity properties, we will then extend the calculus
to a full-scale programming language.
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